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The principal focus of the present bibliography is the secondary literature on Royce. For the most part, listed articles and books have some aspect of Royce’s life, thought, and writings on any subject as their main topic, not as a tangential one. The compilation provided here remains permanently a work in progress. One of its shortcomings is that it does not list reviews of books on Royce, with rare incidental exceptions. Users of this collection of references are encouraged to bring any error to the compiler’s attention, as well as to share relevant references that are missing, or to provide the exact references to their own recent Royce-related publications.
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I. Bibliographies


II. **Principal Works by Josiah Royce**
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**Posthumous Editions and Anthologies**


The Writings of Josiah Royce: A Critical Edition

A. Edition Volumes

1911  The Sources of Religious Insight: lectures delivered before Lake Forest College on the foundation of the late William Bross. Critical edition available on the website, where SRI can be downloaded in the form of a PDF, as well as a 23-page introduction by Jacquelyn Kegley.

B. Transcribed Manuscripts

(The website provides PDFs of transcriptions along with copies of original manuscripts)

1896  Augustus Graham Lectures (Brooklyn Institute, winter 1896). Four lectures: I. The Present Position of Theism (5 January); II. The Philosophical Conception of God (19 January); III. The Moral World as the Revelation of God (2 February); IV. God and Nature: Evolution and Ethics (16 February). [Brief introduction by Patrick Dugan, March 2015].

1904  Richmond Lectures on “Some Fundamental Conceptions of Science” (University of Richmond, Richmond, Virginia, 3 to 5 November 1904). Text of extant lectures. Lecture I: The Orderly Arrangement of Facts and Ideas: Series and Levels. Lecture II: Instances of Order, Number, Relation [titled by Edgar Franklin Wells; not clear whether this was actually the second lecture or a continuation of the first]. Lecture III: Instances of laws, series, levels [Titled by E. F. Wells] [Brief introduction by Patrick Dugan, February 2015].


Papers in Archives

1. Royce Papers, Pusey Library, Harvard University, HUG 1755: 23 cubic feet (156 boxes: 98 folio boxes, 47 document boxes, 11 media boxes). Guide: http://oasis.lib.harvard.edu/oasis/deliver/~hua16003. This collection contains extensive writings, research notes, and correspondence documenting Royce’s philosophical thought as a student, scholar, and teacher. Materials include Royce’s manuscripts for many, but not all, of his published works, as well as drafts, outlines, and lectures, including course notes and lectures, and Royce’s research notebooks on logic. The collection also includes research notes and correspondence pertaining to Royce’s work on the history of California, as well as some documentation of Royce’s friendship with William James.

2. The Harvard University Archives holds several additional manuscripts by Royce in the papers of Richard Clarke Cabot (see HUG 4255, Box 14).

3. The Robbins Library in Harvard’s Department of Philosophy holds the books from Royce’s personal library, many of which contain Royce’s annotations. Robbins Library also holds a framed manuscript by Royce titled The Cult of the Dead.

4. The Houghton Library holds manuscripts of some of Royce’s works and correspondence with William James (see James, William, 1842-1910. Papers, MS Am 1092.9-1092.12), among other materials.

5. Other less significant publications and archival material pertaining to Josiah Royce and the Royce family are held at the Harvard University Archives and other repositories at Harvard. Consult HOLLIS, Harvard’s online library information system, and OASIS, Harvard’s online archival information system, to find these materials.

6. Royce, Josiah, 1855-1916. Correspondence with the Mason family. Houghton Library, Harvard College Library, Harvard University. Call No.: MS Am 2258. Date(s): 1900–1989. Quantity: 1 box (.5 linear ft.) Correspondence between Josiah Royce and members of the Mason family concerning family problems, including divorce. Letters concern Royce’s attempt to mitigate a Mason family problem (divorce) through the use of his theory of philosophy, especially concerning loyalty and the natural moral order. Correspondence concerns Daniel Gregory Mason, Edward Palmer Mason, and Mary Mason. Also includes some notes and letters from others concerning family issues. Deposited by Richard Hocking; re-
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7. Royce (Josiah) Memorial Collection. UCLA Charles E. Young Research Library, Department of Special Collections. Finding Aid for the Josiah Royce Memorial Collection, 1875-1936. Collection number: 253. Extent: 20 boxes (10 linear ft.). The collection consists of writings by and about Josiah Royce, copies of his correspondence, books, clippings and photographs. Physical location: stored off-site at SRLF. Advance notice is required for access to the collection. Additional archival material pertaining to Josiah Royce, including his last manuscript, The anniversary of the destruction of the Lusitania; a lecture given in 1875, Certain points in Aristotle’s treatise on poetry, considered in relation to the light thrown on the subject by the developments of modern poetic art; and Royce’s publication correspondence with Horace Scudder is held at the Bancroft Library at the University of California at Berkeley.

Translations


III. General American Philosophy Books with a Royce Component (Primary or Secondary)

1. Christoph Seibt: Pragmatic Methodology in the Philosophy of Religion
2. Sami Pihlstrom: Insomnia on a Moral Holiday: On the Moral Luck, Reward, and Punishment of a Jamesian, Sick Soul
5. Matthias Jung: Qualitative Experience and Naturalized Religion: An Inner Tension in Dewey’s Thought?
6. Wayne Proudfoot: Pragmatism, Naturalism, and Genealogy in the Study of Religion
7. Magnus Schlette: “... how you understand ... can only be shown by how you live”: Putnam’s Reconsideration of Dewey’s Common Faith
8. Michael Raposa: A Brief History of Theosemiotic: From Scotus through Peirce and beyond
9. Gesche Linde: “Man’s highest developments are social”: The Individual and the Social in Peirce’s Philosophy of Religion
11. Hans Joas: Religious Experience and its Interpretation: Reflections on James and Royce
12. Ludwig Nagl: Avoiding the Dichotomy of either the individual or the collectivity: Josiah Royce on Community, and on James’s Concept of Religion
13. Hermann Deuser: Pragmatic or Pragmatist/Pragmaticist Philosophy of Religion?
14. Robert Cummings Neville: Theory of Religion in a Pragmatic Philosophical Theology


IV. SECONDARY LITERATURE
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Galgano, Maria. *Il pensiero filosofico e morale di Josiah Royce*. Roma: Tipografia dell’Unione editrice, 1921.


Miller, Steven A. “Consonances between Indian Thought and Josiah Royce’s Developing Absolute.” The Pluralist 3.2 (summer 2013): 60–77.


Wells, Ronald A. “Revising the Sesquicentennial Narrative: The Importance of Josiah Royce’s California for Our Time.” California History 80 (Summer–Fall 2001), 124–41.


Miller, Steven A. “From ‘We Reasoners’ to ‘We Sufferers’: Community and Loyalty from Royce, through Sellars, to Rorty.” Southern Illinois University Carbondale, advisor Douglas Anderson, 2015.


Hinerman, Nate. “Sources of Religious Insight at the End-of-life: A Semeiotic Retrieval.” Graduate Theological Union and University of California, Berkeley, advisor Alejandro Garcia-Rivera, 2007. [Dissertation drawing on both Peirce and Royce.]


Anderson, James Robert. “Some Political Aspects of the Philosophy of Josiah Royce, with Special Considerations of His Philosophy of Community.” Yale University, 1972.


Baldino, Peter Anthony, Jr. “Josiah Royce on Education: A Preliminary Study.” University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1968.


VI. M.A. THESIS


VII. PDF OR DOWNLOADABLE ARTICLES OR ESSAYS


Saltzman, Judy D. “Idealism and Loyalty in the Philosophy of Josiah Royce>’ Institute of World Culture Founding Day Celebration, 7 July 2012. URL: http://www.worldculture.org/articles/12-Josiah Royce%27s_Idealism.pdf


VIII. ONLINE VIDEOS


